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PLEASE FAX THE COMPLETED FORM TO 086 634 6806 

  

 

THE LONELY ROAD CHALLENGE PLEDGE FORM 

The Lonely Road Challenge, a journey of activation and activism, will take Thabang Skwambane 5,500km 

through South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi and Tanzania on a bicycle. Upon reaching his 

final destination Thabang will join a team of climbers to ascend Uhuru Peak (5,895m) on Mt Kilimanjaro, 

Africa's highest mountain and the highest "free standing" mountain in the world.  

 

Why is Thabang doing the challenge? To highlight the critical issue of children orphaned or made 

vulnerable by HIV/AIDS, and to raise funds for The Lonely Road Foundation to activate programmes of 

support in underprivileged communities.  

What can you do to contribute to the challenge? Make a pledge for every kilometre cycled and every 

metre climbed, and you will help to make a difference to the lives of these children. 

SAMPLE PLEDGE per km/m TOTAL PLEDGE AMOUNT AMOUNTS (CYCLE + CLIMB) 
1c R114 (R55 + R58.95) 

2c R228 (R110 + R117.90) 

3c R342 (R165 + R176.85) 

4c R456 (R220 + R235.80) 

5c R570 (R275 + R294.75) 

10c R1,140 (R550  + R589.50) 

50c R5,698 (R2,750 + R2,947.50) 

R1 R11,395 (R5,500 + R5,895) 

Any other pledge amount R0………...00,000 
 
 

 
I pledge to sponsor Thabang Skwambane on completion of The Lonely Road Challenge. I hereby authorize 

The Lonely Road Foundation to make a once-off direct debit from my bank account to the amount of 

R……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. [amount in words]. 

I understand that I am responsible for any banking charges associated with this direct debit and I accept 

that the pledge is binding. I acknowledge that the authorized debit process will take place circa 01/10/07. 

BANK NAME OF ACCOUNT HOLDER 

 

 
 

TYPE OF ACCOUNT BRANCH 

 

 
 

ACCOUNT NUMBER BRANCH CODE 

                          

AUTHORISED SIGNATURE DATE 

 
 

 

CONTACT TELEPHONE EMAIL ADDRESS 

 

 

 

 
If you would prefer someone to contact you directly to obtain this banking information please send a text 
message PLEDGE + YOUR NAME to 38131 (costs R10 per SMS; SA networks only).  


